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King George VI Memorial Hostel, Buttermere, Cockermouth, Cumbria CA13 9XA
Historic County: Cumberland

YHA Regions: Lakeland, Lakes, North

GR: NY 178168

For many years YHA planned to open a hostel in the Buttermere area. As early as
1937 serious negotiations were under way to lease the isolated High Park Farm, at
the northern foot of Melbreak and just west of Crummock Water, grid reference NY
145203. The hostel was meant to open at Easter 1937, but was lost at a late stage. YHA’s Rucksack Magazine of
Spring 1937 advised that the local Medical Officer of Health reported a danger of pollution of the water supply if
the premises were used by large numbers of people, while the annual report on the close of the year stated that
extended negotiations with Workington Corporation for the lease had been unsuccessful.
There was another attempt shortly after the war. Negotiations must have been confident enough to post in the 1950
national handbook a notice that a hostel in the vicinity was a possibility, soon cancelled by Rucksack, but Lakes
Region minutes continue to refer to the possibility right up to July 1954, and the large hotel at Hassness, at the foot
of the Honister pass out of Buttermere, was mentioned more than once.
Early in 1954 press reports indicated a prospective Buttermere or Lake District Memorial Hostel Grant, and in that
year YHA considered for a short time a new-build hostel in Buttermere. The plan was soon amended when the
former Buttermere Hotel, a short distance to the east of the village, became available.

The Buttermere Hotel as depicted on postcards earlier in the twentieth century, instantly recognisable as the later youth hostel.
The smaller building to the left of the lower image was the hotel garage, later adapted by YHA to be at first
the pioneer family accommodation property and then hostel staff quarters (author’s collection)
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This article from the Rucksack Magazine, September-October 1955, explained the origins of the new YHA hostel and the
initial limited opening – a feature of the Association’s acquisitions at the time – towards the end of 1955.
Nicholas Size was one of the area’s leading entrepreneurs, former owner of the Buttermere Hotel
and owner of the Bridge Hotel in the village at the time of YHA’s negotiations (YHA Archive)

Buttermere was one of five new youth hostels, in all corners of the United Kingdom, on which was bestowed the
honour of the title King George VI Memorial Hostel and the funding to establish them. A large granite villa in
Aberdeen was obtained by the Scottish YHA in 1956 and opened in 1957, while the YHA of Northern Ireland took
somewhat longer to build and open a purpose-designed modern structure at Kinnahalla in the Mourne Mountains –
it opened in 1959. The remaining three hostels in the scheme were YHA’s own – one an old farm at Capel-y-Ffin in
the Black Mountains of South Wales, opened in 1958, one the partly historic structure, partly newly-built Holland
House in London, opened in 1958 and officially opened by the Queen in 1959, and Buttermere itself. Aberdeen and
Buttermere hostels have survived to the time of writing, and both still display
the special bronze plaque of the King.
YHA purchased the Buttermere Hotel freehold for £8,000 on 1st July 1955,
with the assistance of grant aid from the Ministry of Education for
equipment. There were just over 3½ acres of land, including some on the
lake side of the road. The article above mentions the hostel’s limited initial
opening; the Lakes Region annual report described its first use, at the earliest
opportunity, in the middle of conversion, from 1st September 1955.
The hostel was officially opened by Princess Mary, the Princess Royal and
Countess of Harewood, Queen Victoria’s youngest daughter, on Whit
Monday, 21st May 1956.
Left: the plaque dedicated to the memory of King George VI, still proudly displayed
at Buttermere Youth Hostel after 60 years (author’s photograph)
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Rare colour images of the official opening on 21st May 1956, recorded by London Region secretary David Buxton.
1: the Princess Royal addresses dignitaries and a huge crowd of onlookers;
2: a policeman keeps order and a careful eye;
3&4: entertainment and fresh air (all YHA Archive, by courtesy of Chris Buxton)
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Writing in Tyneside Hosteller, September 1955, Alan Gardner described the new acquisition enthusiastically:
A Living Memorial
The building is of local stone. Two obvious cream garage doors will vanish in a later conversion.
Inside everything is light and gay. Curtaining is substantial and elegant. The woodwork is cream and the
emulsion painted walls are in pastel shades. The light oak dining room tables are plastic topped and robust and
the chairs are similarly well designed. The crockery is Royal Doulton ware, a welcome change from plain white,
and the cutlery bears the GR insignia. The common room chairs are buff rexine easy chairs which you can draw
into the window to admire the lake and the High Stile Hills. The dormitories are a nice size, holding four to six
members. The beds are standard design but cream, the mattresses comfortable and there is an adequate supply of
hot water to the bedroom wash basins.
So far the hostel only holds 30, but it is to take 70. Most of the adaptations may well be finished by Christmas.
The self-cookers’ kitchen will be of adequate size and is to have Calor gas and two sinks. There will also be a large
drying room into which any soaked member can enter, even before 5pm, to change into dry togs and dry out.
A longer term adaptation is for the garage / coach houses and the five rooms above to become self-contained for
members with small children.
Many Tynesiders will know the enthusiastic wardens. Sid Gannon and his charming Swiss wife, who were
organisers at Mjølfjell, Norway, and then assistants at Kendal youth hostel.

The reference to the adaptation of the garage was to a key moment in YHA history. Shortly after opening,
Buttermere youth hostel became the pioneer location for the provision of YHA facilities for young families. For
many years the lack of youth hostel accommodation for young parents had been a contentious issue. As far back as
1942 the letters pages of Rucksack Magazine reflected the hopes of a new generation of would-be members, though
some traditional members resisted such change. The war years had thrown together many young people for whom
the YHA represented a rare escape from the humdrum, exhausting and suffocating daily existence of war work;
indeed those years saw a significant growth of membership and usage, especially from 1942. Indeed, YHA was
recognised as an essential public and social service; its wardens (often conscientious objectors or the walking
wounded) were allowed reserved occupation status and its meals service was available without ration cards.
Wartime youth hostels were a means of breaking loose, if only for a weekend, to recharge batteries and enjoy a
healthy respite and a social life. A popular joke at the time was that YHA stood for Your Husband Assured; no doubt
‘YWA’ would have been in the minds of many young men too. As early as 1943 Norman Miles, Chairman of the
YHA Staffordshire Group, spotted the dangers for YHA and wrote to Rucksack magazine:
The Next Step
Let us prepare now to establish, when the war is won, special Family Hostels, buildings run on YHA lines and
open to all YHA members with families under the age of nine. There are no doubt many difficulties in such a
scheme to be overcome, but did not the founders of YHA encounter many such difficulties? And did they not
overcome them somehow?
The Family Hostels scheme represents an ideal, worth struggling for, to see our youngest members brought up in
the ‘care, knowledge and love of the countryside?’ The last link in the YHA chain would have then been forged
and the last gap closed. A final note of warning. If we as a body do not establish Family Hostels in the near future,
other people will.

There was a degree of invective against such change. One member wrote to Rucksack in 1943:
‘Fellow sufferers’ – beware, those who want to have their cake and eat it, by conducting family life in hostels.
‘Married Couples’ – don’t use space in the Rucksack to complain of your chosen lot.
‘Serious members’ – beware of the growing threat in hostels.

… while another remarked:
Youth Hostels were built for young people, and are not suitable for children; but parents with young children
might welcome family hostels as a separate scheme. These would be places where families could stay for a week or
more, and they would cater for the needs of young children. Their resemblance to youth hostels would only be in
their simplicity and low cost.
Meanwhile, married members with children should keep the YHA ideal of freedom, and not impose tyranny on
their children by ‘dooming’ them to spend their holidays dragging after their parents on long hikes, or travelling
along the dusty roads in the sidecar of a tandem.
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Norman Miles’s wartime suggestion gained supporters but took a decade or so to have any influence, by which time
he had clarified his position: he wished YHA family hostels to be entirely separate from the main network.
And so, in the late 1940s and for most of the 1950s, many members who had grown up with YHA as a kind of
second skin were now raising families. They were prevented from continued hostelling by a rule that may now seem
arcane, but was the inevitable consequence of the unsophisticated YHA of the early years. Young children were, in
the main, not welcome at hostels, if the arrangement strayed much beyond a father with his son or a mother with her
daughter, in a dormitory cheek-by-jowl with regular hostellers. School journey parties had existed from the
beginnings of the YHA, but they were not then as large or widespread as from the late 1950s; they catered for
educational groups but not for families. Family hostelling, especially with young children, was outside the norm and
didn’t fit in. A start to deal with the problem came in the early 1950s when YHA’s minimum age was reduced from
nine years to five, but it took foresight by Lakeland Region to break the mould, with Buttermere hostel. In the
meantime, married hostellers with young families had started to look elsewhere – family motoring, camping, Butlins,
coach trips, bed and breakfast, package holidays abroad. In many cases they were lost irretrievably to the YHA.

1 2
Two of Abraham’s popular Lakeland hostel postcards from the late 1950s.
1: an early general view from the south, showing the substantial house and outbuildings, with the garages
as yet unadapted; 2: the newly finished family accommodation (YHA Archive)

By the end of 1955, YHA’s National Executive approved the Buttermere family unit experiment, though by a small
majority. It used the substantial garages of the old hotel, converted into two or three self-contained family chalets
along the lines of Butlins, crucially with the freedom to come and go during the day and without enforced gender
segregation. On the ground floor of each unit was the kitchen / dining and living room, and upstairs was the
bedroom. The work was partly paid for by the £900 sale of St Bees hostel. Duncan Simpson remembers that YHA
served meals to families who wanted them, the food being placed in big metal tubes, like thermos flasks, and the
families sent someone over to collect the meals from the kitchen window.
Youth Hosteller of June 1956 described progress, the annexe opening with a limited usage of 293 in that year:
FAMILY HOSTEL
Following National Council’s decision to permit an experiment in providing family accommodation at
Buttermere, Lakeland Region announce that building alterations to the annexe are now in progress. All being
well, the new centre will be ready for use by July this year and bookings will be accepted by the warden, Mr TS
Gannon, for periods from July 7th onwards.
This scheme has been devised especially for ex-YHA members now married and with families. Already quite a
number have made application for reservation for family holidays. The advantages are that children under five
years of age can be taken and that periods of a week or a fortnight can be booked. This special accommodation
can be used during the day if necessary, although everyone will obviously wish to be outside to enjoy the fine Lake
District scenery as much as possible. There is a separate bedroom for each family and downstairs facilities for
cooking meals, a dining room and common sitting room. The moderate fees are the ordinary YHA charges.

As soon as July 1957 the Buttermere annexe was being hailed as a success. Early in the 1958
season Youth Hosteller magazine was advising that 68 families had already booked the facility,
and at the end of the year the magazine tallied the bednights in the special accommodation to
1,783, of which almost exactly half were by Senior and Junior members. It claimed that the scheme was having the
happy effect of bringing many old members back into YHA, and that they would almost certainly continue to hostel
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with their children when they had passed the family annexe stage. Merseyside Region was next to follow suit,
incorporating Ramsey hostel on the Isle of Man into the scheme in summer 1958.
The surprise is, however, that these family units had relatively little impact over such a long
era. A dozen or so further hostel family annexes followed, opening in such popular holiday
spots as Cornwall, Pembrokeshire and the Norfolk coast over more than a 20-year period, but
they were perhaps too specialised for YHA, an under-5 and a commitment to a whole week
generally being essential to the booking. Chalet rooms could lie empty for a whole week while
regular hostellers were turned away from the full hostel. Integration of families into normal hostel life didn’t happen
until the late 1970s, when family units of the Buttermere pattern were already on their way out, in favour of the
popular network-wide move to small bedrooms, own keys and a more mixed and flexible hostel usage. By then less
formalised family hostelling was both enfranchised and widely encouraged. Ironically, it was another 1950s
innovation, the introduction of family membership at special rates, that had greater success long-term.

1

2
1: one of the popular 4-view postcards by Abraham’s of Keswick that were standard issue in Lakeland hostels in the 1950s.
This example shows a general view, the common room, a dormitory (unusually with some single beds)
and the dining room, from which were afforded extensive views over the valley towards High Stile;
2: family fun – especially for YHA’s newest recruits, the toddlers – publicity photograph (both YHA Archive)

There was another side to Buttermere hostel, of course. It was busy from the outset with traditional hostellers and
school parties. For almost 30 years, from 1955 to 1984, the Gannons were the popular wardens. Alice Palmer
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recalled in 2013 what life was like under their care, and unlike at simpler Lakes hostels, she would have appreciated
the electricity supply at Buttermere:
Buttermere became another Christmas favourite, where Sid and Trudi Gannon were always welcoming. Of
course we went to the Lakes at other times of year but Christmas seems to stand out and the delicious meals
provided, too. Few hostels had electricity then, so candles and Tilley lamps were essential.

Schoolgirl Carol Fraser, 15, wrote in her 1962 YHA essay-competition holiday log:
There were bedrooms instead of bare dormitories, spring mattresses at least four inches thick, and washbasins in
the bedrooms.

… while another contestant, 17-year-old Elizabeth Ann Humphries, waxed lyrical about the setting:
From the common room a truly captivating view enthralled us. We stared in wonderment at the picture of
Sourmilk Gill pouring out from the gap between Red Pike and High Stile.

A typical J Arthur Dixon colour postcard view of the hostel in the 1960s (YHA Archive)

After 20 years’ intensive usage Buttermere hostel was ready for improvements. The Gannons made a point in 1974
that several suggestions of theirs had remained without action for some time, a negative consequence of YHA’s
providing a smart and relatively complete hostel (not a common state of affairs) from new back in 1955. Partial
central heating and a new oil-fired boiler were fitted in 1975. The regional chairman commented on its excellence,
resulting in a much-improved hostel and a more cheerful, clean and hospitable drying room, though a suggested
laundry room needed further investigation. South West Region had designed a new kind of shower tray, of a much
better design, and Lakeland ordered two for the men’s washroom, to replace hip-baths. The wardens requested a
porch to provide weather protection to their own private flat entrance.
On 9th November 1978 YHA purchased a small
coppice known as Top House Wood, adjoining
the hostel grounds to the west, as a memorial to
the late Walter Martin. Walter, a Lancastrian,
was a key member of the flourishing Lakeland
Region Committee from 1944, moving on to the
National Executive in 1953 and National
Chairmanship from 1963 to 1969. He died in
1979.
Far left: the Top House Wood memorial (author’s
photograph, 2016); left: Walter Martin stands on the
right, with John Parfitt, his successor as National
Chairman, at his side (YHA Archive)
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When the Gannons retired in 1984 Tony and Veronica Cresswell took up the post. Hostelling News commented in
its autumn issue for that year:
Take a look around the family annexe. Veronica [Cresswell] has really gone to town to make accommodation
first class for families, with colourful duvets and curtains and every convenience.

It seems, however, that Buttermere’s specialised family accommodation service ceased shortly afterwards, in 1986.
Numbers staying in the block had been in decline for some years, and so the former garage was converted to
accommodate assistant staff, a function it still serves. The years 1987-88 reported record annual overnights of
14,000, suggesting that new patterns of accommodation were very intensively and efficiently used: the Cresswells
vacated their private quarters to live locally, and it is possible that their quarters were used as dormitories to account
for the increase.
The Cresswells left Buttermere in 1994. The new wardens were Peter and Anne Haworth, formerly at Ingleton
hostel, where they were building up a reputation for good home cooking. In 2019 the Haworths wrote of their time
at Buttermere:
When we moved to Buttermere there was no official manager’s accommodation. We moved into the assistant’s
accommodation. The family annexe was really unfit, had been deteriorating for years and was closed down.
The assistants’ accommodation was moved into the top floor of the annexe building and the ground floor was
storage. It was pretty poor at first but we managed to make it respectable with paint.
The hostel was not in the best condition. Probably during the period end of season 95 I wrote a letter to the then
senior manager for our group of hostels, Dave Allison. Dave responded immediately with funds to refurbish the
first floor area with changes to rooms and importantly upgrade showers and toilets. This was probably completed
for 96 season by Green’s joiners of Keswick.
Early in our years at Buttermere remedial work was done to the front gable steep bit of roof at the
Gatescarth [east] end of the building. There was also a new septic tank system installed about 1995 but the
soakaway system installed was not sufficient for all the slate and stone so further improvements were made later.
There was also an old secondary water supply which would take over from the mains should this fail.
After the improvements to the assistants’ and hostel accommodation our accommodation was still untouched.
This time monies were made available to improve the manager’s accommodation.

European money for extensive refurbishment was applied for over the winter of 1996-97, but when it was not
forthcoming, a revised plan was implemented. This was largely concerned with improving the fire alarm system and
the fire exit routes, some of which were quite tortuous: at one time it had been recommended that the two rooms on
the top floor be taken out of circulation. As one of the fire exit routes utilised the men’s wash room on the second
floor, YHA took the opportunity to improve the means of escape and provide individual showers and WCs. Peter
Haworth continues:
During our stay the reception built by Tony Cresswell was in the hallway. Much of our work was to redecorate
the hostel, make curtains and improve the visual look of the place. Parking was becoming a problem; we made
improvements in 1998. About 1996-98 the aerial was fitted by the National Park to improve their
communications in the valley. During this period we had to sleep out in the dorm accommodation.

When the Haworths moved on from Buttermere to Keswick hostel over the winter of 1999-2000, Paul Russell and
Claire Roberts were appointed as managers, moving from Eskdale hostel. They
worked hard to recover from the devastating effects of the foot and mouth
outbreak in 2001, when overnights halved to 5,000; they were soon back into
the 10,000s. They put forward the scheme to relocate the reception from the
hall to the present position.
Chris Cox became the new sole-responsibility manager in the summer 2008. He
and Michelle Cook had previously been joint managers at Osmotherley hostel
before their move. They have seen the hostel through another period of
substantial success and the introduction of special camping platforms for twoperson tents in Top House Wood, conforming to YHA’s recent policy of
providing alternative outdoors accommodation wherever possible.
Left: youth hostel cloth badge from the 1960s (author’s collection)
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1-3: less usual viewpoints – 1: a view of the south-east end of the hostel showing the extensive fire escape provision;
2: a lesser-viewed corner between the hostel and the staff accommodation at the north-west end;
3: the hostel’s four camping platforms, each for a two-person tent, laid out in Top House Wood;
4: the long entrance hallway. The current reception area, originally a lounge, is off the hall to the left, but beforehand it
was a wooden ‘train carriage’ type construction in the entrance hall – the old grey carpet footprint can still be seen here;
5: the upper hallway, attractively tiled, with the self-catering room to the right
(author’s photographs – 1: June 2008, 2-5: June 2016)
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Above: Buttermere hostel layout, 2019.
Ground floor: the reception is to the left of the entrance hallway, in what was originally a small lounge. Behind it is the hostel
kitchen; dining room and self-catering kitchen are to the right. Staff team accommodation is in the old family annexe
and on the ground floor of the block behind;
first floor: seven bedrooms, reconfigured in 1999 to allow for two extra showers and one more WC, as shown here.
This was achieved by converting two larger 6-bed rooms to create rooms 7, 8 and the new facilities.
Today the manager’s flat extends along the rear of the first floor, including the old room 4 at the rear right-hand corner;
second floor: five bedrooms;
third (attic) floor: two bedrooms, 14 and 15, lit by skylights at the back of the building (YHA Archive);
below: a pair of the popular one-inch pin badges from the early years of the hostel. The existence of two designs
suggests that they must have been sold in large enough numbers to justify a redesign, for whatever reason;
below: variation in the design of two of the popular one-inch celluloid badges, originally sold at 6d each
(author’s collection)
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The hostel’s beautiful setting, looking south-east –
1: YHA Buttermere from the road. YHA owns the land to the right of the road and rents it to a local farmer; 2&3: from the
self-catering kitchen, a glorious spot to see red squirrels; 4: misty morning (author’s photographs, June 2016)

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1955-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb
Figures in green: Family Annexe Overnights (thought to be in addition to the standard overnights)
*: 17 month period; +: notional figure included for exclusive hire and/or camping
1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

…
…

…
…

…
…

…
…

…
…

357
…

7240
293

8134
581

7841
1783

9511
1975

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

9001
2139

9242
2267

9582
2289

9360
2109

9190
2373

8643
2243

8693
2203

9185
2361

8231
2057

8064
2080

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

8773
1974

9309
2018

8918
1914

10508
1777

10664
1909

11184
2116

11337
1981

10429
2067

9844
1688

9811
1594

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

9670
1450

9217
1327

7798
825

7903
1008

8190
976

10535
1508

10909
1259

14010
…

14201
…

13480
…

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

12924

11721

13865*

9379

9521

9264

10599

10055

10214

10070

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

10529

5132

10526

10166

10789

10646

10024

10343

10125

10190

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

9899

9847

10520

11236+

11193+

13198+

12637+

12845+

12818+

13174+

© John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive
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